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1. Read about the children and complete the sentences with a week or every day. 

a. Saffy is on the internet about two hours ________________. 

b. Tony is on the internet about three hours ________________. 

c. Sofia is on the internet one or two hour ________________. 

d. Elena is on the internet more than two hours ________________. 

e. Matyáš is on the internet one or two hours ________________. 

 

 

2. Listen and fill in the gaps. 
 

Saffy:  I’m on the internet about two ________________ a week. I read about animals and 

history or do maths for my homework on a laptop. Only ________________ I play Minecraft 

with my brother. When I have free time, I read books or play with Lego. 

 

Tony:  I’m really busy. I go swimming ________________day. I’m on the PC for two hours, and 

Instagram for ________________ hour (on my phone) every day. 

 

Sofia: I’m on the internet for one or ________________ hours every day. I often read interesting 

things about animals. ________________ nights! The wi-fi in my room switches off at 8pm. 

 

3. True (T) or false (F)? 

a. Saffy is 10 years old. 

b. Saffy and Sofia read interesting things about animals. 

c. Sofia is on the internet at night. 

d. Tony has parent control on his phone. 

e. Tony goes swimming once a week. 

f. Elena doesn’t watch films on the internet. 

g. Matyáš plays on the PC only on Saturdays. 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Read about the children and complete the sentences with a week or every day. 

a. Saffy is on the internet about two hours a week. 

b. Tony is on the internet about three hours every day. 

c. Sofia is on the internet one or two hour every day. 

d. Elena is on the internet more than two hours every day. 

e. Matyáš is on the internet one or two hours every day. 

 

 

2. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Saffy:  I’m on the internet about two hours a week. I read about animals and history or do maths 

for my homework on a laptop. Only sometimes I play Minecraft with my brother. When I have 

free time, I read books or play with Lego. 

 

Tony:  I’m really busy. I go swimming every day. I’m on the PC for two hours, and Instagram for 

one hour (on my phone) every day. 

 

Sofia: I’m on the internet for one or two hours every day. I often read interesting things about 

animals. No nights! The wi-fi in my room switches off at 8pm. 

 

3. True (T) or false (F)? 

a. Saffy is 10 years old. F 

b. Saffy and Sofia read interesting things about animals. T 

c. Sofia is on the internet at night. F 

d. Tony has parent control on his phone. F 

e. Tony goes swimming once a week. F 

f. Elena doesn’t watch films on the internet. F 

g. Matyáš plays on the PC only on Saturdays. F 


